MEMORY BOUND COMPUTING
Memory is an essential component of computing and information processing. The MemoryCompute von Neumann load-store architecture is reaching its limits in computational throughput
and energy efficiency due to limitations from the bandwidth and energy per bit of moving data to
and from the memory technology. Further advances in computing need to look to ‘reinventing’
the compute-memory system, including device physics, physical implementation, and memory
hierarchy architecture. This short course provides eight lectures from world leading researchers
for the key areas where compute-memory architecture and circuit design innovations are occurring
in computing. This short course starts with a lecture on the compute-memory trends and
applications for high performance computing, followed by seven cross-disciplinary lectures on key
developments covering compute architecture, memory system design/circuits and security that
overcome the limitations of advanced memory technologies on computing. This course is for
students interested in learning about these aspects of computer architecture and memory outside
of the actual memory process technology development.
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